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I would like to take this opportunity to ex-

press my sincere gratitude to our stakeholders 

for their continued support. 
 

The AIFUL Group aspires to be a global finan-

cial services group that provides products and 

services surpassing customer expectations and 

is trusted and needed in Japan and around the 

world. To this end, the Group upholds the cor-

porate philosophy of “Earning the trust of soci-

ety through corporate activity based in integri-

ty,” and pursues its mission of supporting the 

sound consumption and business activities of 

customers, thereby contributing to the econo-

my and society. 
 

To embody what our Group aspires to be, we 

focus on maintaining an optimal balance 

among safety, profitability, and growth so as to 

be consistently prepared to adapt to any envi-

ronmental changes. In addition, we also place 

emphasis on business risk management, which 

is the cornerstone of financial services busi-

ness, with the aim of achieving further growth 

and development and ensuring the Group’s go-

ing-concern status. 
 

With regard to our efforts to secure safety 

and growth, we are striving to increase out-

standing loans in the loan business, the core 

business of the Group, while diversifying our 

financial services and business portfolio by pro-

actively increasing the market share of our oth-

er businesses including the credit guarantee 

business and overseas business. Our initiatives 

on profitability include increasing the top line 

by boosting our operating assets and accelerat-

ing cost reduction by cutting fund procurement 

costs and introducing business process re-

engineering (BPR) and robotic process automa-

tion (RPA) to streamline operations and en-

hance efficiency. 

We make all-out efforts to gain the trust of 

society by giving top priority to our customer-

first policy and compliance as part of our code 

of conduct aimed at embodying our corporate 

philosophy. 
 

The AIFUL Group defines our customer-first 

policy as “gaining lasting support and trust by 

prioritizing customers and responding to them 

with integrity.” Adhering to this policy, we capi-

talize on the Group’s signature creativity to 

support the sound economic activities of our 

customers and provide products and services 

that meet their needs in our effort to gain their 

lasting support and trust. 
 

While striving to meet the expectations of all 

our stakeholders including our customers, we 

engage in our daily operations by adhering to 

correct moral and ethical values as well as, 

needless to say, maintaining legal compliance. 

We consider the act of contributing to society 

through our business activities as our basic ap-

proach to compliance. 
 

Lastly, in the business environment surround-

ing the AIFUL Group, stable growth is expected 

in both our domestic financial services busi-

nesses, including the loan business for con-

sumers and business operators as well as the 

credit card business, and our overseas busi-

ness, mostly in the ASEAN region. As the needs 

of customers diversify, we are required to un-

dertake speedy reform. We are determined to 

make our utmost efforts to fulfill the expecta-

tions of all our stakeholders. 

We aim to become a "global financial group" providing  

products and services that surpass customer expectations, and  

which is trusted and needed in Japan and around the world.  
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 The Future Vision of a Global Financial Group 

The AIFUL Group engages in business in line with its corporate philosophy and  

the essence of the business. 

 The corporate philosophy, conscience guidelines, 

conduct guidelines and mindset of the AIFUL 

Group incorporates a direction to be continually 

pursued. 

 To achieve the corporate philosophy, we will con-

tinue to provide products and services that sur-

pass customer expectations and strive to be a 

global financial group that is trusted and needed 

by customers in Japan and overseas. 

    

 The essence of the finance business lies in busi-

ness risk management. 

 Risk management in the finance industry means 

striking a balance between profitability, safety, 

growth potential and workforce so as to continual-

ly adapt to environmental changes, given the per-

manence of companies.  

   To achieve this, the AIFUL Group pursues finan-

cial diversification and actively expands overseas 

in an effort to establish a global financial group.  
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 Aiming to become a global financial group 

Corporate Philosophy and Long-term Vision 

Corporate Philosophy  “Earn the trust of society through corporate activity based in integrity” 

Long-term Vision 
 “We aim to become a global financial group providing products and 
   services that surpass customer expectations, and  which is trusted and  
   needed in Japan and around the world” 



 

 

 

Prompt decision making 

The Group has been making decisions and exe-

cuting operations in a prompt manner since the 

introduction of the executive officer system in June 

2007. One of the great strengths of AIFUL, an inde-

pendent non-bank company, is being able to make 

decisions flexibly and promptly in the rapidly chang-

ing  times. 

Diversification of the business portfolio 

     To provide products and services tailored to the 

needs of customers, the AIFUL Group mainly en-

gages in the loan business for customers and small 

businesses, the credit card business, credit guaran-

tee business for financial institutions, and over-

seas operations in Asia. 

In the future, the AIFUL Group aims to become a 

global financial group providing products and ser-

vices that surpass customer expectations and which 

is trusted and needed in Japan and around the 

world. 

 The AIFUL Group strives to diversify its business portfolio in Japan and abroad by utilizing its 

prompt decision making capabilities unique to a company independent of business groups. 

1．Global financial group 
3．Long-established credit and 

examination capabilities 
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2．Creativity and  product 

development capabilities 

Group Network 

The name of the five group companies was changed from July 1, 2020 with the aim of strengthening 
the sense of unity as an AIFUL Group and further strengthening collaboration. 
・AIFUL BUSINESS FINANCE CORPORATION(formerly BUSINEXT CORPORATION） 

・AG Loan Services Corporation (formerly AsTry Loan Services Corporation) 

・AIFUL GUARANTEE CO., LTD. (formerly LIFE GUARANTEE CO., LTD.) 

・AIFUL STOCK CENTER CORPORATION (formerly LIFE Stock Center Co., Ltd.) 

１. Towards a global financial group 

Three Strengths 
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Scoring system 

 The scoring system is a system in which credits 

can be provided to customers promptly and uni-

formly by using the large amount of credit infor-

mation that the Group has collected over the 

past years. The system was developed over a 

long period of time, and is used for all of the AI-

FUL Group’s operations, including credit judg-

ment and the establishment of limit amounts and 

interest rates in the loan business, as well as the 

guarantee business and the credit card business. 

 

Expertise of decision makers 

 The Group makes the upmost efforts to meet 

the needs of customers. When extending credit 

under the customer first policy, decisions must 

be made by accurately assessing the actual situ-

ation, looking into personal circumstances and 

characteristics and taking into account all kinds 

of information, to ensure that facilities can be 

used easily and comfortably. For this reason, the 

AIFUL Group has set a goal of achieving profes-

sional credit operations, and is continually 

providing training for decision-makers.  

3. Long-established credit and examination capabilities 

  The credit and examination capabilities of the AIFUL Group are based on its “scoring sys-

tem,”  in which credits are judged based on statistical data, and the know-how the Group 

has developed over a long period. 

 At the AIFUL Group, each and every employee 

faces our customers in the sincerest manner. 

When developing new products, we value imagi-

nation and creativity. For example, the 

smartphone application was developed by pursu-

ing the convenience of customers who use card 

loans, while V-preca, a prepaid card exclusively 

for the Internet, was developed to meet the 

needs of customers who feel uneasy about con-

ducting settlements over the Internet. 

  To achieve the aims of its customer first policy, the AIFUL Group creates new products as each 

 employee of the Group always listens sincerely to feedback from customers and thinks about  

 products and services they need. 

2. Creativity and product development capabilities 



 

 

Unsecured loans 

 In unsecured loans, the AIFUL Group responds 
to needs of customers through the “4S” ap-
proach, in addition to developing creative prod-
ucts, which is the Group’s strength. The four Ss 
are “Speed (prompt and convenient),” respond-
ing to the urgent needs of customers, “Simple 
(simple and convenient),” offering simple appli-
cation procedures and transactions, “Secret 
(maintaining confidentiality),” observing the pri-
vacy of customers, and “Safe (safety and relia-
bility),” providing counseling when customers 
receive or return loans.  

Small business loans 

 Applying the credit know-how that it has de-
veloped over the years, the AIFUL Group re-
sponds to the funding needs of individuals and 
business operators through a diverse range of 
products, and clear and prompt credit offering. 
The product lineup includes AIFUL’s “business 
support plan,” in which either secured or unse-
cured loans can be extended, and BUSINEXT’s 
“Ifu Dodo,” a product that responds to the 
needs of medical institutions, dispensing phar-
macies and nursing business managers. 

 

The AIFUL Group provides a variety of 

channelstailored to the needs of customers 

 Loan Business 

 Under the “Be Unique” concept of LIFECARD, the AIFUL Group responds to the needs 

of customers by boldly taking on challenges based on its original creative capabilities 

without being contained in the existing frames, and providing independent and unique 

products and services. 

  Credit Card Business 

Credit card business 

LIFECARD—which is issued under a license 
agreement with Mastercard, Visa and JCB—can 
be used at member shops not only in Japan, but 
also overseas. With LIFECARD, the AIFUL Group 
provides reliable, convenient, and unique ser-
vices. 

To respond the needs and lifestyles of cus-
tomers, LIFECARD proactively engaged to pro-
vide a new and value-added services such as 
expanding tie-up credit card sales  under alli-
ance with cloud-based accounting software 
companies and university hospitals, in addition 
to supporting “Apple Pay” ”Google Pay” and is-
suing credit card under alliance with idol groups 
and artists. 

 

Prepaid card business 
LIFECARD began selling V-preca for the first 

time in Japan in 2011. V-preca is an online-
designated Visa prepaid card that can be used 
just like a credit card at online Visa membership 
shops.  

 
No personal identification or examination is 

required for V-preca, and it can be used for a 
wide range of purposes. In addition to private 
customers who mainly use it for online shopping 
and games, V-preca is used by business opera-
tors for campaigns and incentives. As of the end 
of March 2020, a total of over 14 million V-preca 
cards have been sold since the initial release in 

2011. 
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The AIFUL Group provides  unsecured loans  and small business loans tailored to the 

needs of customers by applying the know-how it has developed over the years. 

Introduction of Business 



 

 

AIRA & AIFUL Public Company Limited 

 (the Kingdom of Thailand) 

 

The AIFUL Group established a joint venture, 
AIRA & AIFUL Public Company Limited (A&A), 
with AIRA Capital, an overseas subsidiary in the 
Kingdom of Thailand, in December 2014. This 
company started a consumer finance business in 
September 2015, using the A Money brand. 
Since the commencement of operation, the 
loans outstanding has steadily increased, and as 
of December 2019, the loans outstanding was 
22.4 billion yen and the number of branches 
was 51. 

REKSA FINANCE  

(the Republic of Indonesia ) 

  
REKSA FINANCE manages the used cars loan 
business in Indonesia. The AIFUL Group have 
obtained shares of it in May 2017, participated 
in the management. REKSA FINANCE is working 
to expand its business assets. 

The AIFUL Group runs a guarantee business with financial institutions in unsecured 

loans for individuals and small business loans for companies and small business oper-

ators. Its two brands for this business are the AIFUL and LIFECARD brands. 

 Guarantee Business 

Guarantee business for individuals and small busi-

ness operators 

 The AIFUL Group has established a business model 
in partnership with financial institutions in the guaran-
tee business. This model helps to integrate the brand 
power and the level of familiarity each financial institu-
tion enjoys in its respective region, and combine these 
with the credit technologies that the AIFUL Group pos-
sesses in the retail sector.  

 
 The credit guarantee business has a high  “Security - 
reliability” “Profitability” and “Growth” which is one of 
the field that the Group will focus. AIFUL Group is 
striving to expand the credit guarantee tie - ups mainly 
in credit guarantee for small businesses by applying 
the know-how that it has developed over the years. 
 
 As of the end of March 2020 , AIFUL Group has established partnerships with 143 financial in-
stitutions (99 banks for the individuals and 101 banks for companies and business operators) 
for the AIFUL brand, and 160 (160 banks for the individuals and 39 banks for companies and 
business operators) for the LIFECARD brand. 

 Overseas Business 

 The AIFUL Group manages its financial business in Thailand and Indonesia  

 by applying the know-how that it has developed over the years in Japan. 
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Shop network 

 AIFUL manages a total of 869 branches nationwide, 

with 20 manned branches and 849 unmanned branches 

(as of March 31, 2020).  

 In April 2019, sales of AIFUL Group corporations’ prod-

ucts designed for corporate customers commenced at 

manned branches as a corporate sales structure in the 

group. This was to facilitate the recruiting of LIFECARD 

member stores and to improve flexible and speedy sales 

of group products, such as corporate cards and AIFUL 

BUSINESS FINANCE medical institution loans. In this 

way, we are further expanding the businesses. 

AIFUL and partnership ATMs 

 The AIFUL Group strives to ensure the convenience 

of customers by making ATMs available to customers. 

There are 450 AIFUL ATMs, and as many as 99,933 

partnership ATMs (as of March 31, 2020). AIFUL 

ATMs also provide services to customers of LIFECARD 

and AIFUL BUSINESS FINANCE, enabling them to ful-

ly enjoy the merits of the AIFUL Group. 

 Network 
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The Shijo Omiya Branch,  
Features an interior decoration style reminiscent of a 
Kyomachiya or a traditional Kyoto town house. 

 Unlike the existing auto-
matic contract machine, 
customers are not required 
to operate machines when 
using Temairazu (simple 
and quick), an unmanned 

contract telephone box. They process the necessary 
procedures directly with operators through the tele-
phones that are installed in the box, shortening the 
entire contract process from application to actually 
entering the contract. In this sense, the box serves 
as a contract room that meets the needs of custom-
ers, including those who are busy and have no time 
to go through lengthy procedures. The AIFUL Group 
has established these boxes at 900 places nation-
wide (as of March 31, 2020). 

 AIFUL renewed its smartphone application in May 

2018, as we see it as our important point of contact 

with customers. 

 

 To further increase customer convenience, the ap-

plication allows complete on-line operation from ap-

plication to contract, logging-in with biometric au-

thentication for safety, and cardless withdrawal and 

deposit transactions at Seven Bank ATMs throughout 

Japan, as well as real-time checking of current loan 

status. 

 Temairazu 

 Smartphone Applications 

Services Tailored to the Needs of Customers 



 

 

 The AIFUL Group broadcasts TV commercial 

messages featuring Mao Daichi, a popular ac-

tress, with a catch copy “Ai Ga Ichiban (Love

(AI=AIFUL) is the best)”  aiming  to earn the 

“integrity” “reliability” and “trust” of customers. 

 TV Commercial Message 
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 At the Contact Center (Kusatsu, Shiga), the 

Robot Call system which interlocks CTI 

(computer-telephony integration), short mes-

sages and IVR (interactive voice response) ser-

vices, is being used for the first time in Japan 

for “Temairazu” reception, on-line applications, 

formulating responses to various types of in-

quiries and guidance with regard to payments. 

Using the system, we can respond to inquiries 

and requests from our customers throughout 

Japan. 

 Contact Center 

 The AIFUL Group collects opinions and re-
quests from our customers as “customers’ 
voices” and saves them in a database. This is 
used to improve our customer service and to 
develop highly convenient products that can 
meet the financial needs of customers. 

 Storing Customer Feedback in the Database 

 In general, IVR is used only to receive tele-
phone calls from customers. At AIFUL, we also 
use the IVR system and SMS when we contact 
customers. 
 
 Since Robot Call was introduced, we have been 
able to cut the workforce required for collecting 
money, while increasing the number of tele-
phone calls we make to our customers. Thus, 
the efficiency of collection and productivity has 
increased. 

 ”Poppo-kun” Chat Service 

 Launched in February 2019, this is a service 
in which “Poppo-kun,” a chatbot with AI 
(artificial intelligence) features, answers gen-
eral questions from customers such as about 
the products and services provided by AIFUL. 
 
In December 2019, we introduced an attend-
ed chat service as an optional feature, in 
which our operators directly respond to ques-
tions or consultations to offer quick solutions. 



 

 

 The company has its headquarters in Kyoto, 

where the Kyoto Conference on Climate Change, 

COP3, was held. In light of its location, the AIFUL 

Group believes that it has a responsibility to wide-

ly advocate and support compliance of the Kyoto 

Protocol. 

 

  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ａｉｈａｃｈ 

 Since March 2019, we have begun sponsoring 
hackathons to enhance the relationship with soci-
ety and local communities, which is one of the 
activities that embody our management philoso-
phy, "Earn the trust of society through corporate 
activity based in integrity." 

The “a i ” of “a i h a c k” has two meanings: 
"show interest = love" for students who will lead 
the future and human resources in various spe-
cialized fields, and "AI" that reminds of technolo-
gy. 
We sponsored a hackathon program for Kyoto 
University students in March 2019 and December 
2019. 

“Hackathon” is a term coined from “hack” and 
“marathon.” In one event, teams of computer 
programmers compete with each other by inten-
sively devising programs and services over a giv-
en period of time on a given theme. 

 The AIFUL Group’s corporate philosophy, “Earn the trust of society through corporate activi-
ty based in integrity,” essentially means to gain the trust of all the stakeholders by fulfilling 
the Group’s corporate social responsibilities with integrity. The Group believes that the reali-
zation of the corporate philosophy is synonymous with practicing CSR. 

 The AIFUL Group received a letter of 
appreciation from the Shiga Prefecture 
branch of Japan Red Cross.  
 
 The contact center in Kusatsu City in Shi-
ga Prefecture has lent a hand with the blood 
donation work of Japan Red Cross twice a 
year since 2009. In recognition of its sup-
port, the center received a letter of appreci-
ation from the Shiga Prefecture branch of 
the Japan Red Cross at the 2017 Blood Do-
nation Appreciation Meeting. 
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  Environmental and Local Community Initiatives 

CSR Activities 

 The AIFUL Group actively undertakes IR activi-
ties to help shareholders and investors better un-
derstand the Group. It provides venues of commu-
nication, such as the publication of various docu-
ments such as Annual Report and Shareholders 
Report, and holds regular results presentation 
meetings. 
 

Engagement with Shareholders 

 The AIFUL Group holds corporate presentation 
meetings for shareholders to help shareholders 
understand even better the details of the business-

es and the financial situation of the AIFUL Group. 
It has also set up an inquiry desk on its IR 
webpage. The Group is working to develop an en-
vironment in which shareholders can easily submit 
questions and provide feedback. 
 
Engagement with Investors 
 The AIFUL Group holds results presentation meet-
ings (biannually), individual meetings (every quar-
ter), and other meetings for securities analysts and 
institutional investors. 

  For Shareholders and Investors 
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 Compliance and Corporate Governance 

 For the AIFUL Group, compliance means to meet the expectations of all stakeholders, not just 
to comply with laws and regulations. The AIFUL Group regards an important goal of corporate 
governance as “building a corporation that is trusted by stakeholders and society, and achiev-
ing corporate management with transparency, impartiality and efficiency.”。 

Corporate Governance Structure 

Establishment of a Compliance Scheme 

 AIFUL established a Compliance Committee with external members, including a lawyer. The Commit-
tee holds regular meetings to formulate and manage compliance programs, review and discuss various 
measures for improvement of internal management schemes, collect information, carry out preventive 
measures, and make decisions on employee education. 
 

Establishment of a Group Compliance Scheme  

 The AIFUL Group Compliance Committee was formed with the aim of sharing a unified corporate eth-
ic and establishing a compliance scheme throughout the Group. 

（as of June 30,2020） 



 

 

 Corporate Overview 
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 Company Name    AIFUL CORPORATION 

  Head Office  381-1 Takasago-cho, Gojo-Agaru, Karasuma-Dori, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan 

  Date of Establishment  April 1967 

  Paid-in Capital  94.0 billion yen 

  President  Mitsuhide Fukuda, President & CEO 

  Business Outline  Loan Business (unsecured, small business), Guarantee Business 

  Stock Listing 
 Listed on October 1998  

   First Section of  Tokyo Stock Exchange (securities code: 8515) 

  Fiscal Year  April 1 to March 31 

  Loan Balance 
   (non-consolidated) 429.3 billion yen  

   (consolidated) 552.0 billion yen 

  Number of Employees 
   (non-consolidated) 1,058 

   (consolidated) 2,165 

 Organization Chart 

（ as of April 1, 2020 ） 

（ as of June 30,2020） 

Corporate Information (AIFUL) 
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 Financial Highlights（Consolidated basis） （as of March 31,2020） 

 Introduction of the AIFUL Group 

1967 Apr Yoshitaka Fukuda, AIFUL CORPORATION's former president, establishes a sole proprietorship as a consumer finance 
company.  

1978 Feb Marutaka, Inc. (now AIFUL CORPORATION) is established and commences operations in three shops in Kyushu and one 
shop in Kyoto City. 

1982 May Marutaka, Inc. absorbs three affiliates. At the same time, its corporate name is changed to AIFUL CORPORATION. 

1985 Mar Introduced first Scoring System (automated credit check system). 

1994 Nov Opened Heartful Center (now Contact Center, the company's centralized management center for toll-free inquiries and 
loan applications) . 

1995 Mar Ojido-san, an automatic contract machine, is installed at the Kanda Kitaguchi Branch and Ikebukuro Nishiguchi Branch. 

1997 Jul AIFUL’s shares are registered in the over-the-counter market with the Japan Securities Dealers Association. 

2000 Mar Listed on the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange and the First Section of the Osaka Securities Exchange.   

2001 Jan Established small business finance company BUSINEXT CORPORATION through a joint venture with Sumitomo Trust 
and Banking Co., Ltd. (currently Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank Limited)  

 Feb Headquarters is relocated to Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto City (the present location). 

 Mar LIFE Co., Ltd. becomes a wholly owned subsidiary. 

 Nov Established servicer company AsTry Loan Services Corporation in joint venture with Aozora Bank, Ltd.  

2002 Apr Established Compliance Committee. 

2004 Mar Converted KOKUSAI Capital Co., Ltd. into 100% subsidiary . 

 Jul KOKUSAI Capital Corporation changed its name to New Frontier Partners Co., Ltd. 

2007 Apr A new corporate philosophy, “Earn the trust of society through corporate activity based in integrity,” is announced. 

 Apr Established Risk Management Committee . 

2007 Jun Introduction of executive officer system . 

2010 Jul LIFECARD CO., LTD. which engages mainly in the credit card business and the credit guarantee business, is established  
with the full capital contribution from LIFE Co., Ltd. 

2011 Jul 
 The Group is reorganized. The credit sales business and other businesses of LIFE Co., Ltd. are transferred to LIFECARD 
CO., LTD. through a corporate spin-off. The Company, which is the surviving company, merges four subsidiaries, in-
cluding LIFE Co., Ltd. through an absorption-type merger.  

2013 Apr The consolidated subsidiary New Frontier Partners Co., Ltd. makes BUSINEXT CORPORATION, which is owned by the   
Company and Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary by acquiring all of its shares. 

2014 Dec AIRA & AIFUL Public Company Limited, a joint venture, is established with AIRA Capital, an overseas subsidiary in Thai-
land. 

2015 Apr SANSHU Finance Corporation, which manages the lease business in Shanghai, China, becomes a member of the Group. 

 Oct AIRA & AIFUL Public Company Limited (A&A) commences the consumer finance business in Thailand with the A Money 
brand. 

 Nov Shares of Anshin Guarantor Service Co., Ltd., a group company, are listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange Mothers. 

2016 Apr New Frontier Partners Co., Ltd. changes its corporate name to AG Capital Corporation. 

2017 Apr The 50th anniversary of its establishment. 

 May Acquired 40% of shares of REKSA FINANCE, which manages the used cars loan business in Indonesia.  

2018 Apr Established AsTry Partners Corporation, which manages the corporate turnaround & restructuring business. 

2020 Jun Established AG Miraibarai Co.,Ltd, which manages the Postpay settlement business. 



 

 

ZIP 600-8420 

381-1 Takasago-cho, Gojo-Agaru, 

Karasuma-Dori, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 

TEL: 075-201-2000 

https://aiful.jp 

https://www.ir-aiful.com/ 


